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Introduction. The parallel complex submanifolds, i.e., complex sub-
folds with parallel second fundamental form, of Fubini-Study spaces were
classified by Nakagawa-Takagi [12] and Takeuchi [20]. The first classification
[12] was done as an application of the general study of Kahler immersions of
locally symmetric Kahler manifolds into Fubini-Study spaces. The second
one [20] was done by the determination (Takagi-Takeuchi [18]) of degrees of
Kahler immersions of symmetric Kahler manifolds into Fubini-Study spaces.
In this paper we give another way of classification of such submanifolds.
Let D be an irreducible symmetric bounded domain and V the holomorphic
tangent space of D at a point p^D. Then the isotropy group K at p acts in
a natural way on the complex projective space P(V) associated to V. We endow
P(V) with a ^-invariant Kahler metric with positive constant holomorphic
sectional curvature. Take a highest weight vector v of the irreducible K-
module V. Then
M=K [v]c:P(V)9
where [v] denotes the line Cvy is a complete full complex submanifold
with parallel second fundamental form. This is proved by writing the second
fundamental form of M in terms of the Lie algebra of infinitesimal automor-
phisms of D.
Conversely, any complete full complex submanifold M of a Fubini-Study
space PN(C) with parallel second fundamental form is obtained in this way.
This is proved by defining a structure of Jordan triple system on CN+l making
use of second fundamental form and curvature tensor of M, and then using
Koecher's classification theorem for symmetric bounded domains by Jordan
triple systems.
As an application, we study the group Aut(S) of automorphisms of a non-
singular hyperplane section S of M. We show that Aut(S) is reductive if
and only if the symmetric bounded domain D corresponding to M is a unit
ball or of tube type. This provides a unified construction of compact complex
manifolds admitting no Einstein Kahler metric found by Hano [2], Sakane
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[14].
1. Project! ve manifolds
Let U be a finite dimensional real vector space, / a complex structure on
U, i.e., a linear endomorphism of U with J2= —Iu> Iu being the identity map
on £7, and < , > an inner product on [/ such that
CM Jv> = <A v) for u, v&U .
The triple ( C7, J, < , » is called a hermitian vector space. Then C7 is regarded
in a natural way as the underlying real vector space of a complex vector space,
which will be denoted by (£7, /), and
{u, v} = <if, ϋ>+ v/HΪ<κ, /ϋ>
is a hermitian inner product on (C7, /) such that
(1.1) β*{u, v} = <n, ι;> for uyv<=U .
Denoting the C-linear extensions of / and <( , > to the complexification C/c
of ί7 also by JΓ and < , >, we define
U±=
Then UC=U++U- (direct sum), 0±=U^y <C/±, E7±>={0} and
«κ, ϋ» = <w, ^> for u9
is a hermitian inner product on U±. Let tt^: U-^U± denote the projections,
i.e.,
TJΓu) for
They are then Λ-linear isomorphisms such that
tar±(/tt) = ± \/— l/cr±(w) for
(1.2) 2{{tjr±(w), Όr±(^)}} = {u, v} for
In particular, if F is a finite dimensional complex vector space equipped with
a hermitian inner product { ,}, then the scalar restriction U=VRy the natural
complex structure JΓ and <w, ϋ> = βe {u, v} define a hermitian vector space
(U*J>ζ*y) in such a waY tnat (UyJ)=V and that the hermitian inner product
{ , } on (U9J) coincides with the original one { , }. In this case, (V^ will
be often abbreviated to V±.
Now let V be a complex vector space with dimension AΓ+1 equipped with
a hermitian inner product { , }, and P(V) the complex projective space associ-
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ated to V with dimension N. The complex structure tensor on the tangent
bundle T(P(V)) is denoted by/. We denote by π: V-{0}-*P(V) the pro-
jection v\-+[v], where [v] denotes the line Cv. The unitary group on V
with respect to { , } is denoted by U(V), which acts on P(V) in a natural way.
Let u(F)=Lie U(V), the Lie algebra of U(V). We fix c>0 and letg(X, Y)=
<Jf, F> denote the U( ^-invariant Kahler metric on P(V) with constant
holomorphic sectional curvature c. It is described as follows.
We define a [/(F)-invariant symmetric bilinear form < , > on Ql(V) = Lie
for
Let (VR,J, < , » be the hermitian vector space constructed from V in the above
way. Choosing an element E^V with <E, #> = 4/£, we put o=[E]^P(V).
We define Q= {E, JE}R and
- {0}} .
Then n(V) = l(V)+m(V) (direct sum) is a Cartan decomposition of n(V),
and the linear map /: m(V)~*T0(P(V)) defined by
J(X) = X* for Xem(V),
where X* denotes the vector field on P(V) generated by X, is an /^-linear iso-
morphism. Then, together with the complex structure J on m(F) corre-
sponding to the complex structure tensor J0 on T0(P(V)) by the above /, the
triple (m(F), / , < , » becomes a hermitian vector space. Obviously, (T0(P(V))9
J0y < ! » > < » > being the Kahler metric of P(V) at o, becomes a hermitian vector
space. We put furthermore
Then T is a /-invariant subspace of VR (with dimension 2ΛΓ), and hence
(T, /, < , >) becomes a hermitian vector space. We may define a linear map
tιm(V)-»f by
The differential of TT is denoted by TT*. We have then a commutative diagram
*
J
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and each of /, j and π* is an isomorphism of hermitian vector space, i.e., a
linear isomorphism preserving < , > and commuting with /. The Kahler
manifold (P(V),g) and the Kahler metric £ are called the Fubini-Study space
and the Fubini-Study metric^ respectively.
Next we recall some basic identities for projective manifolds, i.e., those
for complex submanifolds of complex projective spaces. Let (M, g) be a Ka'hler
manifold and /: (M,£)^>(P(F), g) a holomorphic isometric immersion. Let
TM and NM denote the tangent bundle of M and the normal bundle for /,
respectively. The curvature tensor of (M,£), the second fundamental form,
the shape operator and the normal curvature tensor of / (and also their exten-
sions to complexified bundles (TM)C etc.) are denote by .R, α, A and jR"1",
respectively. The complex structure tensors / on TM and NM give rise Whitney
sum decompositions
(TM)C = (TM)+®(TM)~ ,
(NM)C = (NM)+φ(NM)~ ,
and thus we get direct sum decompositions
C~((TM)C) =
C~((NM)C) =
for the spaces of smooth sections. Then (cf. Kobayashi-Nomizu [8])
(1.3) a(X,Ϋ) = 0 for X,
(1.4) a(X9 YJeC-KΛΓM)*) for X,
(1.5) A
ξ
X=0 for geC-ίίJVΛO^
(1.6) AtXeC-ftTM)*) for ξeC-((NM)±),XGC-((TM)±)
(1.7) (Bianchi) R(X, Ϋ)Z = R(Z, Ϋ)X for X, Y,
(1.8) (Gauss) A
Λ(XtY)Z= ^-{<Xy Z>Y+<Y, ZyX}-R(X, Z)Y
for X,
(1.9) (Ricci) α(JΓ, ^ Ϋ) -
Δι
for ^Γ, FeC^TM)^,
Here the C-linear extension of the Fubini-Study metric is also denoted by < , >.
The equations (1.8) and (1.9) follow from Gauss-Ricci equations for a general
isometric immersion and (1.3)~(1.6).
2. Projective manifolds associated to hermitian symmetric Lie
algebras
Let (g, σ,/) be an effective hermitian symmetric Lie algebra of compact
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type, i.e., (g, σ) is an effective orthogonal symmetric Lie algebra of compact
type and / is a ϊ-invariant complex structure on p, where
f = {XZΞQ; σX=X},
i>={^eg;
 σ
X=-X}.
Let gc, Ic and f>c denote the complexifications of g, I and p, respectively, and
})c=t)++p~ the decomposition by / as in §1. Let t be an arbitrary maximal
abelian subalgebra of ϊ, so that the complexification t) of t is a Cartan subalgebra
of gc. The root system Σ of gc relative to ί) will be identified with a subset
of the real part f)
Λ
=\/— It by means of the Killing form ( , ) of gc. The
root space for # eΣ is denoted by g£. Let Σ fcΣ denote the set of roots
of ίc and put Σp = Σ— ΣΓ For an arbitrary (lexicographic) order on §Λ, the
set of positive roots and the fundamental root system are denoted by Σ+ and
Π, respectively, and put Σf
+
=-Σ
+
 Π Σ, and Σ*=Σ+ Π Σp.
Lemma 2.1. Let E+ e £+-{()}. Let H0 = -[£+, J0+]ev'=I!, g? the
\-eigenspace of ad(H0) on Qc and $o=Qo Π t>c. Suppose(i) gc = gf+gf+gίι+gί+g£2, with gί - CE+;(ϋ) t>fcbf lβ£ι].
7%βw (g, σ, /) ώ irreducible, and therefore \)+ is an irreducible l-module.
Proof. Put E-=E+ and $={H0, E+, E'}c. Then we have [fl0,£±]=
±2£l±, [£"+, £•-]=— £Γ0, and so § is a 3-dimensional simple subalgebra of gc.
Suppose that (g, σ,/) is not irreducible, i.e., (g, σ,/) has a non-trivial direct
sum decomposition
(0) <Γ> /) = fed)* O (ι), /(i))θ(fl(2)> 0 (2)> 7(2))
Let 7Γ,-: 8c-*Q(i) ^ e projections and δf.=τrf (δ) for ί=l, 2.
Suppose first that both ^ and §2 are not {0}. Then τrt : β-*δ, is an iso-
morphism and hence ^ =zrl (-B+)Φθ' for each i. Denoting by
flfo = ξJ(flfo)A (ί=l, 2)
the same decomposition of gf ) with respect to E*, we get
uί = (ίk^ΛθίflS)), with £
This is a contradiction to (i): dim g2==l.
Suppose next that say §ιφ{0} and §2={0}. Then δCβft), and hence
fl±ι=(fl(i))±ι> ^^(PαOoθPS) under the obvious notation, and thus [gf, fl£ι]Cflg).
This is a contradiction to (ii). q.e.d.
Lemma 2.2. Let (g, σ,/) fo irreducible and E+ <Ξ p+— {0} .
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following three conditions for E+ are mutually equivalent.
1) E+ defines the decomposition of Qc with properties (i) and (ii) in Lemma
2.1;
2) E+ is a highest weight vector (Φθ) of the irreducible l-module $+ with
respect to an order on §
Λ
— >/— It for a maximal abelian subalgebra t of f , nor-
malized as -[[E+,E+], E+]=2E+;
3) E+ is a highest root vector (Φθ) of Qc with respect to an order on
§R= \/—lt with the following properties (a) and (b) for a maximal abelian sub-
algebra t of f, normalized as — [[E+, E+], E+]=2E+:
(a) P+ = Σ flS,
(b) 2, = Σ Π {Π,}*, wfer* Π, = Π Π Σ, .
vectors E+ are conjugate to each other under the action of the connected
subgroup K+ of GL(p+) generated by ad^+(ΐ).
Proof. l)-*2): We define
Then l?==ϊl?'®CH0 (direct sum of ideals), and by (i) we have decompositions
(2.1) ^
(2.2) Pc = W+Pf+p£i+Pf+p52 , with p?=
Now by applying the representation theory of 3 -dimensional complex simple
Lie algebras (cf. Serre [17]) to the ^-module gc, we know that the kernel
Ker (ad(E+)) of ad(E+) is given by
Ker (ad(E+)) =
We take a maximal abelian subalgebra t of ϊ containing x/^ϊί/o, and put
under the notation in the beginning of this section. Then [δ£> ^+]— W f°r
each αe^, since β^CΪ^+tfcKer (αd(£:+)). Moreover [#', JE+]=0 for each
H'f=1)
Λ
 with (£r,^0) = 0, since jf/'eϊ^cKer (αrf(£ +)). Thus the element
determined by
(71,aH0+H') = 2a for a^R,H'^R with (H
is a weight of the ϊ-module p+ with a weight vector £"+. On the other hand, by
a characterization of positive roots by Borel-Hirzebruch [1] we may find an order
on ί)
Λ
 such that Σj^C.®. Thus E+ is a highest weight vector with respect to
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this order. The normalization condition follows by
2)==>3): Let E+ be a normalized weight vector in p+ belonging to the
highest weight rγl with respect to an order >" on $R=\/ — It. Let Πj" denote
the fundamental root system of Σ
r
 By a theorem of Borel-Hirzebruch [1]
there is an order >' on ΐ)R such that
(a)' = Σ
(b)f 2 f- where Π
We choose an element s of the Weyl group of ϊ such that ίΠf' — Π". Let
> be an order on §R such that its fundamental root system Π of Σ coincides
with ίΠ'. We put Π f=Π Π Σr Then we have sΣf=Σ* . On the other hand,
we have $Σp+=Σ'+ in virtue of (a)'. Thus we have
(a) P + = Σ g£.
αeΣ*
Moreover we have Π{/ = ί(Π/nΣ,) = Π Π Σ j — Πf, and hence ΣΠίΠ^^^^
Σn{Π,//}^=ίΣt by(b) ;. Thus we get
(b) Σj - Σ Π {Ul}z , where Πf = Π Π Σ, .
Now Π^—Πj implies Σ f //+— Σ^. Therefore 0^ is highest in Σ* , and thus it
is highest in Σ+.
3)=^1): Let E+ be a normalized root vector of gc belonging to the highest
root 7ι with respect to an order on Ϊ^R^ \/—lt with (a), (b). Let Δ— {OΊ, , 7
r
}
be the maximal system of strongly orthogonal roots in Σί in the sense of
Takeuchi [19], and tar: ί)
Λ
-> {Δ}
Λ
 the orthogonal projection with respect to
( , ). Then (Takeuchi [19])
(2.3)
or
(2.4)
and a root tf^Σp such that -cr(α)— 7, is the only a=7i (l^S^O
the normalization condition implies that HQ~ — [E+, E+] is given by
Moreover
<2 s)
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Since (jiy H0) = 2Sέl (l^i^ r), the eigenspace decomposition of ad(H0) is as
(2.1) and (2.2). Thus we get the condition (i).
In order to prove the condition (ii) we consider the involutive automor-
phism 0=exρ ad(πV^ΐH0) of g. We put
Their complexifications g£ are given by
flf =
If g_={0}, then J>£={0} in virtue of (2.3), (2.4). So we may assume g_Φ {0}.
Now the theory of symmetric Lie algebras implies [g_,g-] = g+, because g
is simple and thus (g, θ) is effective. Since [g£, g5]=[gf, fl-i], we obtain the
condition (ii).
The second statement of the lemma follows from the fact that the vectors
with 2) are conjugate to each other under the action of K+. Note here that K+
contains the circle group {£/p+ £e C, 1 6 \ = 1} . q.e.d.
In the following in this section we assume that (g, σ, J) is irreducible. Take an
element E+<=$+ as in Lemma 2.2 and fix it. Let E~ =E+(Ξ$-y E=
HQ=-[E+,E']^\/^Λl and (2.1), (2.2) the decompositions by ad(H0). By
(2.3), (2.4) and (2.5) we have p^c^ for λ— 2, 1. So we write
Pί ^  P?
λ
 (λ - 2, 1) .
We put furthermore
Thus (2.1) and (2.2) are written as
r = ϊ?+m++m- ,
ί* = ϊ>f+t»f +W?, with
We define
m = ϊ n (m++nr) ,
We have then direct sum decompositions
(2.6) I = Ϊ0+m ,
(2.7) ί) =
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The complexifications mc and (p
λ
)c of m and p
λ
, respectively, have direct sum
decompositions
(2.8) mc =
(2.9) (t>
λ
)c = iί4-tt: (λ = 2,l,0).
Considering that [lc, lc] c ϊc, [F, ϊ>±] C *>*, [*>*, *>*] = {0}, β>+, JΓ] C ίc and
fef, fl£]cgf+μ, we get the following relations.
[m±, m*] = {0} , [m+,
[if, if] = {0} , [K,K]cl£ (λ = 2,l,0),
[pf, tf]cnr , [pf,t)Γ]cm+,
R)f , f ί] = frί, »>ί] - [if, iί] = {0} ,
[m*, if] = {0} ,
From these we have the following relations.
[m, m]cf0, [f0,m]cm,
[m, i0] c t>j , [m, t»J c ί)0+i2 , [m,
These relations will be constantly used in the sequel.
We define linear maps i: tn->!p1 and h: t>!-» nt by
i(X) = [X,E] for Xem,
h(X) = [E,X] for JΓeft.
Note here that £±ei|, E^\>2, and so i and h are well defined.
Lemma 2.3. BoίA t αnJ A are isomorphisms. More precisely, we have
h°i=I
m
 and ioh—I^.
Proof. Let § be the 3-dimensional simple subalgebra of Qc defined in
the proof of Lemma 2.1. Then by applying to § the representation theory
of 3-dimensional complex simple Lie algebras, we know that ad(E±) induces
an isomorphism 8ξι-*9+ι. In particular, a^E*) induces isomorphisms
i?!-**?! and f?!-*ii!. Moreover ad(E'f)ad(E±) induces —(identity) on 9 .^ In
fact, since ad(E^)ad(E±)=ad(E±)ad(E^)±ad(H0) we have
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ad(E:f)ad(E±)X = ±ad(HQ)X = -X for
In particular, ad(E^)ad(E±) induces —(identity) on ϊ^i and on p^.
Now the C-linear extensions of i and h, denoted also by i and A, are given
by
(2.10) i(X) - [X, E*]etf for
(2.11) h(X)=[E:f,X]&n± for
Thus h°i=—ad(E^)ad(E±) on m± and i°h=-ad(E±)ad(E:f) on pf. Therefore
by the facts proved above we get h°ΐ=l
m
 and ί<>h=If
ι
. q.e.d.
Now we shall construct a complex submanifold M of the projective space
P($, J) associated to (p, /) with parallel second fundamental form.
Fix c>0 and take a (unique) I-invariant inner product < , > on p such
that <£, £>=4/c and
<JX,JY> = <X,Y> for X, Feb.
Then < , > is uniquely extended to a g-invariant inner product on g, which
will be also denoted by < , >, and (2.6) and (2.7) are orthogonal sums with
respect to < , >. The C-linear extension of < , > to gc is also denoted by
<,>. Let GcGL(g) (resp. GccGL(gc)) be the adjoint group of g (resp.
of gc) and K (resp. Kc) the connected subgroup of G (resp. of Gc) generated
by I (resp. by Ic). We may regard as GcGc and KdKc. Then ^  is a maxi-
mal compact subgroup of Kc. Let p: K-*GL($,J) and ρ+: ^ -»GL(p+) be
the natural (faithful unitary) representations. (Note that p+(K)=K+.) They are
equivalent by the C-linear isomorphism Or+: (p,/)-*ψ+. Their complexifica-
tions are also denoted by p:Kc-+GL($,J) and p+: KC-*GL($+). Through
these representations the groups K and Kc act on complex projective spaces
, /) and P(t>+). Putting o= [E] e P(p, /) we define
We know the following properties of M (Takeuchi [20]): We have M=Kc o,
and thus it is holomorphically isomorphic to Kc [E+]c:P()p+) by the holomor-
phic isomorphism P(p,y)— >P($+) induced by t<r+. Since p+ is irreducible and
E+ is a highest weight vector in p+, M is a kahlerian C-space and it is a full
compact connected complex submanifold of P($yJ). The center of Kc acts
on M trivially. The derived group K'c=[Kcy Kc] acts almost effectively on M
and it is locally isomorphic to the identity component Aut°(M) of the group of
holomorphic automorphisms of M. The coset space structure of M is de-
scribed as follows. Let
Σ(r,, α)^θ
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under the notation in Lemma 2.2, L the connected complex subgroup of Kc
generated by I and K0=K Π L. Then Lie K0=10 and
M = KC\L = KjK0 .
Thus T0(M) is identified with m in virtue of (2.6). The complex submanifold
McP(p,/) is said to be associated to (g, σ,J). It is independent of the choice
of E+ by the last statement of Lemma 2.2.
Now we introduce a ^-invariant Kahler metric g on P(p, /) with con-
stant holomorphic sectional curvature c as in § 1 by our inner product < , >
on p. The induced Kahler metric on M is also denoted by g. We use the
same notation as in §1 for (M,g)d(P(!p,J),g) (f= the inclusion). Note that
each p
λ
 (λ=2, 1, 0) is stable under /, thus becomes a hermitian vector space,
and (2.9) is the decomposition by /. Moreover, if we denote by / the com-
plex structure on m corresponding to the complex structure tensor J0 on
T0(M)y then (2.8) is also the decomposition by /. This follows from (2.10).
The inner product < , > restricted to m X m and / define a hermitian vector
space structure on m. The subspace Tcp in §1 is identified as
since we have Q=p2 in our case. We define a linear map _;': m-+T0(M) by
j(X) = X* for X<=m.
Lemma 2.4. The diagram
> T.(M)
is commutative, and each of ί, j and π* (on pj) is an isomorphism of hermitian
vector space. Therefore, g coincides with < , > restricted to m X m at o, and
h: t> ->m is also an isomorphism of hermitian vector space.
Proof. The commutativity τt*°i=j follows from the definitions, and
hence the whole diagram is commutative. Since π*: T—>Γ0(P(p,/)) is an
isomorphism of hermitian vector space and i is a linear isomorphism by Lemma
2.3, it remains to show that i preserves the inner products. For each Xy Yem
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we have
), ί(F)> = <(X, E], [Y, E\y = <*, [5, [Y,
= <*,/M(F)> = <*, F>
by Lemma 2.3. This proves the assertion. q.e.d.
Now we identify T with Γ0(P(p, /)) through the isomorphism π*. Then by
the above lemma we have the following identifications.
Recall also that
Lemma 2.5. 1) For AΓep, to ^Γ0 <fewofe *fo ^component of X with
respect to the decomposition (2.7). Then
a(X, Y) = [h(X), Y]0 = [h(Y), X]0 for X,
2) «(Z, Y) = [h(X), Y] = [h(Y), X] for X,
Proof. 1) Let.Yefcand.AΓ'emG),./) with ί(JΓ')=JΓ. For Zevt(t>,/),
Zj p denotes the ϊ(t>, /)-component of Z with respect to the Cartan decomposi-
tion u(V,J)=I(t)>/)+m(p,7). Then (cf. Helgason [3]) the covariant derivative
in (P(\>,J),g) of Z* by x=«t(X)<=T.(M) is given by
Let y^T
a
(M), Fe^ with τr*(F)=y, p*=αrfp: f->u(p,y) be the differential
of p, and put Ϋ=Pit:(h(Y))(Ξu(\>,J). We shall compute ^Z* for Z= F. We
define a linear map φ: Pι-* t>0 by
φ(W) = [h(Y), W]0 for
Then F &Cpj, F ^Cpz+^o, F fo^fi and the ^-component of Ϋ W equals
φ(W) for each PΓep,. Thus FIφ:) i>2={0}, F,cp) PtΛ=φ(ϊίO for each
Therefore
and hence
On the other hand, by Lemma 2.3 we have
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(Ϋ*). = «*(Ϋ E) = π*([h(Y), £]) = π*ih(Y)
Thus we get
«(*, y) =
which proves the assertion 1).
2) This follows from 1), [m+, Jtf ] CpJ and Afltf) = m+. q.e.d.
Lemma 2.6. A^X=-[h(X)yξ]=[ξ,h(X)] for f eft,,
Proof. For each Feft, by Lemma 2.4 we have
), Y], £>
r], Y>.
q.e.d.
Theorem 2.7. L ί^ MdP($,J) be the complex submanifold associated to
an irreducible hermίtίan symmetric Lie algebra (g, cr, /) of compact type. Then the
second fundamental form a of M is parallel.
Proof. Since [m, m] c !0, [I0, tn] c m, our (M, )^ is a locally symmetric
Kahler manifold. Thus by Takeuchi [20] the parallelness of a is equivalent
to a($ΐ®$ϊ)=\>o. With the notation in the proof of Lemma 2.2, we may
assume that g_Φ{0} and hence [g£, Q-]=Q+. Then by the condition (ii) in
Lemma 2.1 we have [ί£ι, \>ί]=$o. Now α(J>ί"®Pί")=φo follows from Lemmas
2.3 and 2.5. q.e.d.
3. Jordan triple products and second fundamental forms
Let (g, σ, /) be an irreducible hermitian symmetric Lie algebra of com-
pact type, and retain the notation in §2. We define a triple product on p+ by
{*, y,*} = — [[>> y], 2] for x, y, z EΞ p+ ,
and then an endomorphism x\Σ\y of p+ for ^,3/eϊ)+ by
for
Then (Koecher [9], cf. also Satake [16]) the triple system (£+, Π) becomes a
positive definite hermitian Jordan triple system, i.e., £+ is a finite dimensional
complex vector space and
( i ) {x, y, %} is C-linear in x, z and conjugate linear in y\
(ii)
(iii)
(iv) τ(x,y)=Ύτ(x[^y) is a hermitian inner product on p+.
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Lemma 3.1. For an endomorphism φ of p+ we denote by φ* the adjoint
endomorphism of φ with respect to the hermitian inner product {(#, yj} — <#, y>.
Then
for x,
Proof. For each #, we have
(((xΏy)z, w)} = <(xΏy)z, M>> = -<
= <*, rr*. v
w» . q.e.d.
In the following in this section, let X, Y,Z, U, •••,£, 17, ?, ••• and A, B, Cy •••
denote general elements of t>f = T
e
(M)+, K= ^ β(Λί)+ and $2=Q+> respectively.
The purpose of this section is to prove the following table of (xOy)z for
our Jordan triple system (p+, Π)
^cΏy\
XOY
en.
4ΠB
XΏS
ΪΏX
XΠA
AΠX
ε i i ύ
ζ \ IXJL
Λ 1 1 ίί
Z
R(X, Ϋ)Z
^z
— < ,^ β>z
|<^μr,z>^
αW j^ 2"\
2
2 '
0
0
ξ
a(X,A
ζ
Ϋ)
for ζ=a(U,U)
0
^c^μ:
0
0
2
0
0
c
2
0
c<A,ayc
0
f<^,c>^
— <Λ, cyx
2
0
0
0
Lemma 3.2.
(3.1) [[X, Ϋ], E+] = -
(3.2) [[h(X), h(Y)}, E+] =
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(3.3) [X, Y] = [h(X), h(γ)]~ .£-<*, y>#0 .
Proof. Since [X, Ϋ], [h(X), h(Ϋ)] e I? we have
[[X, Ϋ], E+] = aE+ , [[h(X), h(Ϋ)], E+] = bE+ ,
where
a = <[[X, Ϋ], E+], E+
Here we have <£+, £+>= — by (1.1) and (1.2). On the other hand
<[[x, Ϋ], E+], E+y = <[*, Y], [E+, £+]> = -<[x, Ϋ], H
ϋ
y
= <x, [H0, ?]> = -<x, y> .
Thus we get a= — —(X, ?>. This proves (3.1). In the same way we have
by Lemma 2.4. Thus we get δ = — <JC, Y>. This proves (3.2). By (3.1) we
have
The left hand side is
[[[X, E+], Ϋ], E~]+([X, (Ϋ, E+]], E-]
= ([X, E-],[Y, E+]]+[X, [(Y, E+], E-]] by [X, E+] = 0
= [h(X), h(Y)]-[X, ih(Y)} by (2.10), (2.11)
= [h(X), h(Ϋ)]-[X, Ϋ] , by Lemma 2.3.
Thus the equality (3.3) holds. q.e.d.
(I) XΏY
Since (M, g) is symmetric, we have (cf. Helgason [3])
R(X, Y)Z = -|(PΓ', Y'], Z']) for X, Y, Z&h ,
where X', Y', Z'<=m with i(X')=X, i(Y')= Y, i(Z')=Z. Now let X, Y,
Then, by Lemma 2.4 ih(X)=X, ih(Y)= Y, ih(Z)=Z, and hence
-R(X, Ϋ)Z=i([[h(X),
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),h(Ϋ)],E+],,
by (3.2)
= - — <X, ΫyZ+[[h(X), h(Ϋ)], Z] by Lemma 2.4
£
= [[X, Ϋ], Z] , by (3.3).
Thus we get (XΠ Y)=R(X, Ϋ)Z. We have
<PΓ, Ϋ], ξ], ξ> - <([h(X), h(Ϋ)], ξ], ?> by (3.3)
I> by [A(X),£] = 0
= — <.A
ζ
Y, AfXy by Lemma 2.6
(3.1) we have [[X, Ϋ], C]=-±-<.X, Ϋ>C, and hence (XΠY)C=~<X, Ϋ>C.
Z* £•*
Thus we get [[X, Ϋ], ξ] = -a(X, AςΫ), and hence (XΠ Y)ξ = a(X, A
ζ
Ϋ). By
(Π)
<[[?, 9], z], z> = <[f , ^ ], [z, jη>
by (I)
Thus we get [[£ , ^ ], Z]= - {^^ 5Z, and hence (|Π^)^= f^^ 5^ For ξ=a(U, U)
we have
= [[I, *l], [h(U), U]] by Lemma 2.5
by [t>0, t>2] = {0} aβd Lemma 2.5
E7, £7) , by Lemma 2.5.
Ύhuswehave(ξΠr])ξ=2a(A^U,U). Since [^ ,^ ={0} we have [[|,^ ],C]=0,
and hence (?D5?)C*=0.
(Ill)
We show first
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,
In fact, let A=aE+, B=bE+ (a,b<=C). Then <4, By=aϊ><β+, £+>=^-αδ,
Δι
and so aB=^A, By. Thus [A, B]=ab[E+, E-] = -— <A, ByH0. Therefore
£ Zι
[[A, B], Z]= — C-<A, ByZ, [[A, B], £]=0 and [[A, B], C]= -c<A, ByC. Hence
(AOB)S=Q and (A\3B)C=c<A, ByC .
(IV)
Since [[X, ξ\> Z]e&, we may write [[Xy ξ], Z]=aE+(aeC). Then
Γ, I], Z], S+> = a<E+, E+y = a .
c
The left hand side is
<[x, I], [Z,£+]> = -<x, [I h(Z)]y = -<x, A-(zy
by Lemma 2.6. Thus a = — — <X, A-
ξ
Zy = —— <A-
ξ
X, Z>. Therefore
Z* Ll
[[X,ξ],Z]=-^-<A-fX,ZyE+, and hence (XOξ)Z=-^-<A-(X, ZyE+. By (ii)
Li Lt
and (II) we have
Since [m~, ^ ί]= {0} we have [[X, ξ], C]=0, and hence (X\3ξ)C=Q.
(V)
By Lemma 3.1 we have ξOX=(XΏξ)* [Recalling that (ξΠX)$t
ί={0> and (fD-X)l>ic|)f, we have by (IV)
=0 and
(VI) XΠA
([X, E+], Z] = -[[£-, Z], Z] = -W.X), Z] = -α(X Z)
by Lemma 2.5. Thus [[X, A], Z] = -—<A, E+ya(X, Z), and hence (XUA)Z
LJ
= —<A, E+ya(X, Z). Since [m+, ί)?]=={0} we have [[X, A], f]=0, and hence
Ll
(XΠA)ζ=Q. By (ii) and (III) we have
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(VII) AΠX
In the same way as in (V), we get (A\3X)Z=— <X, Z^A,
and
(VIII): ξΠA=0 and (IX): AΠξ=Q follow from B>0,fcJ={0}.
4. Projective manifolds with parallel second fundamental form
Let V=CN+1 equipped with the standard hermitian inner product { , },
and PN(C)=P(V) the associated complex projective space with the Kahler
metric £ with constant holomorphic sectional curvature £>0 as in §1. The
Fubini-Study space (PN(C)yg) will be abbreviated to PN(c). Suppose that
a full complex submanifold M of PN(c) with parallel second fundamental form
is given. Let g be the induced Kahler metric on M. We use the same nota-
tion as in §1 for (M,g)cPN(c). Then (1.8) and (1.9) imply that both R and
R^ are parallel. Fix a point o^M and choose E^V— {0} such that [E]=o
and <£", Ey=4/c. Put E+=π+(E)<=Q+. Let T (resp. N) be the subspace of
T such that τe*(T)=T.(M) (resp. π*(N)=N0(M)). Then T=T+N (direct
sum) and
VR = Q+T-{-N (orthogonal sum with respect to < , » ,
V+ = Q++T++N+ (orthogonal sum with respect to {{ , ))) .
Through the map π* we identify T (resp. N) with T0(M) (resp. with N0(M)),
and thus T± (resp. N*) with T0(M)± (resp. with ΛΓ0(M)±). Note that then a:
T+®T+-*N+ is surjective, as mentioned in the proof of Theorem 2.7. In the
following in this and next section, xyy, #, ••-, X, Y, Z, W, U,V, L, M, •••,£,!?,
f, λ, μ, — and ^4, £, C, D,R,Sy denote general elements of F
+
, Γ
+
, N+ and
£)+, respectively.
Lemma 4.1.
(4.1)
(4.2) 2{α(^^^Cy, Y)Z, Z)+α(^^^Z, R(X, Y)Z)}
(4.3) [AtAj, R(X, Y)] = R(A^X, Y)-R(X,
(4.4)
(4.5)
(4.6)
= a(X,
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Proof. By (1.8) we have
a(χtχyY, Y)-a(AίX, Aa(¥,r)X)
= c<X, Y>a(A(X, Y)-a(AίR(X, Y)X, Y)
-c<F, Xy^AξX, Y)+a(A
ί
X, R(Y, X)Y)
= a(A
ξ
R(Y, X)X, Y)+a(A
ί
X, R(Y, X)Y)
= R^(Y, R(Y, X)X)ξ--<Y, R(Y,
, X)Y, X)ξ- ±-<R(Y, X)Y, Xyξ by (1.9)
= R^(Y, R(Y,
= R"-( Y, X)R"-( Y, Xtf-R^ Y, X)R^( Y, X)ξ since R^ is parallel
= 0.
This proves (4.1).
Because of the surjectivity of a: T+®T+—*N+, any ζ(Ξ.N+ is written as
r = Σα(^, , V,),
We define
(4.7)
By the polarized form of (4.1) the right hand side is equal to
a(A^X, A^(Ui>Vi)X) for η = a(X, X) ,
and hence (ξOη)ζ is well defined. Incidentally we know
(4.8) (ξΏη)ζ = a(AtX, A
ζ
X) for
 η
 = a(X, X) .
Now we proceed to the proof of (4.2). If we put ζ = a(Z9Z), the right
hand side of (4.2) is
a(X, A
ς
Ϋ) + <X,
= (ξΠι)R1-(X, Ϋ)a(Z, Z) by (1.9)
= 2(ξΠ η)a(R(X, Ϋ)Z, Z) since a is parallel
= 2{a(AtA-rιR(X, Ϋ)Z, Z)+a(A^Z, R(X, Ϋ)Z)} .
This proves (4.2).
By (1.9) we have
Therefore
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_
R(X, Y)Z, Wy+<A
ί
A-
v
Z, R(X, Y)Wy
^(Z, R(X, Ϋ)W)ξ, r?>~<Z, R(X,
(^ Γ, Ϋ), R^(Z, W)]ξ, η> , since R^ is parallel.
On the other hand,
<R(A(Λ-,X, Ϋ)Z, Wy-<R(X, A^A
= <R(z, W)A^x, γy-<R(z,
= -<[AtAi, R(Z, W)]X, F> = <[R^(X, Ϋ), R^(Z, W)]ξ, ^>
by the equality just proved. This proves (4.3).
KA
a(A^x,x)Ϋ, zy
= cζAtAϊX,γχxL2>+j<x, ΫXA&X, zy
-2<R(A
ί
A-,X,Ϋ)X,Z> _ by (1.8)
= c<x, ZXA^X, Ϋy+c<x, ΫXA^X, zy
-<R(AtAiX, Ϋ)X, Zy-<R(X,Y}AtA-,X, Z> , by (1.7).
On the other hand, by (1.8)
<A£AjAa(x,χ )f, zy
= c<,x, γy<A^x, zy-^A-^x, Y^X, zy ,
<A
a<x,x)AtAtΫ, zy = <>M;μ4α(x>x)z, y>
= c<X, ZXAtAtX, Ϋ>-<R(X, Z)X, A^Ϋy
= c<x, ZXA&X, Ϋ>-<R(x, A^Ϋ)X, zy .
Thus
^Ϋ, zy-^A
a(x>χ}A^Ϋ, zy
= 0, by (4.3).
This proves (4.4).
by (1.9),
,X)Z
2
by (1.8). Therefore
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, Ϋ)Z~R(X, Ϋ)Aέ == 0 ,
since a is parallel. This proves (4.5).
a(X, A
a(z^Ϋ) = R^(X, Ϋ)a(Z, W)-^<X, Ϋ>a(Z, W) by (1.9)
= a(R(X, Ϋ)Z, W) + a(Z, R(X, Ϋ)W)-±-<X, Ϋ>α(Z, W),
£
since α is parallel. On the other hand,
a(Z, AM)Ϋ) = ±<Xt ΫXZ, W)+±<W, Ϋya(X, Z)-a(Z, R(X, Ϋ)W)
by (1.8). This proves (4.6). q.e.d.
We define a triple product {x,y,z}= (aQjO* on F+= <g++Γ++N+ by
the table in §3, except for (fΠ^)?, which is defined by (4.7). The triple
system (F+, Π) is said to be associated to (M, o). We want to show that (F+, Π)
becomes a positive definite hermitian Jordan triple system. The condition
(i) in §3 is obvious from the table. The condition (ii) is also clear from the
table, except for (ξ D^)?— (?D^)f. This is verified as follows: We may
assume y=a(X,X). Then by (4.8) we have (ξΏη)ξ = a(AtX,A
ζ
X), which
is symmetric in ξ , ζ. This implies the required equality. The conditions (iii)
and (iv) will be proved in the next section. The following lemma will be used
there.
Lemma 4.2. For an endomorphism φ of F+, let φ* denote the adjoint
endomorphίsm of V+ with respect to ((Λ?,<y))=<Λ?, y>. Then
(aQ-y)* = <y[> for x,y<=V+ .
Proof. This is clear for X[Σ\ζ,XθA and ξOA by the arguments in §3.
So we prove this for XO Y, ξ Oη and A\Σ\B.
(I) XOY
, wy = -<z,
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Thus we get (XΠ Y)*=
(ii) £Πι?
(((ξΠrj)Z, X}} = <AtAj Z, X> = <Z,
= <z, A^xy = ((z,
For ξ=a(X, X) we have by (ii)
, λ)} = ({(ζOr})ξ, λ» = 2<a(A
ζ
A-
n
X, X),
= 2<ζ, a(A-,X,
by (4.8).
= o .
Thus we get
(in) AΠB
, BXZ, xy = <z, -£-
= «£, (BΠA)ξ)) = 0 .
= {{C, (BΠA)D)}.
Thus we get (AOB)*=BOA. q.e.d.
5. Jordan triple systems associated to projective manifolds with
parallel second fundamental form
Let MdPN(c) be a full complex submanifold with parallel second funda-
mental form and take a point o^M. We retain the notation in §4. We prove
first that the condition (iii) holds for the triple system (F+, Π) associated to
(M, o). We put
Γ(/, in; x,y) = [IΠm, xΠy]-((lΠm)x)Πy+xΏ((mΠl)y)
for xy y, /, m^ V
+
. The condition (iii) is equivalent to the vanishing of T.
Lemma 5.1. Γ(7, m\ x,y)=0 implies T(m, /;y, x)=0.
Proof. Applying the anti-automorphism φh-»φ* of Ql(V+) to T(l,m\x,y)
—0, by Lemma 4.2 we get
= 0 .
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Since the left hand side equals —T(m, l y, x), we get T(m, l y, x)=0. q.e.d.
In the following computations, ze.V+ is always assumed to be
a
(I) T(L,M;x,y)=Q.
(LΠM)(XΠY)z
= R(L, M)R(X, Ϋ)Z+α(L,
(XΠY)(LΠM)ss
= R(X, Ϋ)R(L, M)Z+α(X,
= R(R(L, M)X, Ϋ)Z+α(R(L, M)X, A
ζ
Ϋ)+-^-<R(L, M)X,
= -R(X, R(L, M)Ϋ)Z-α(X, A
ζ
R(L, M)Ϋ)-±-(X, R(L,
Thus we have by (1.9)
T(L, M; X, Y)z
= (R(L, M) R)(X, Ϋ)Z+R^(L, M)α(X,A
ζ
Ϋ)- -<L, M>
α
(X, A
ζ
Ϋ)
-α(X, A
s
^LιmΫ)+-<L, Myα(X, AζΫ)-α(R(L, M)X, AζΫ)
-α(X, A
ζ
R(L, M)Ϋ)
= (R(L, M) R)(X, Ϋ)Z+R^(L, M)α(X,_A
ζ
Ϋ)-α(X, AR^L^ζΫ)
-α(R(L, M)X, A
ς
Y)-α(X, A
ζ
R(L, M)Y) = 0 ,
since R and α are parallel. For f=α([7, U) we have
= R(L, M)A(AjZ+2α(L, Aa(A^v)M) ,
(A^L, A
ζ
M)
, L) ,
Z+2α(A
α(LtA^)A-r,U, U) ,
Z+2α(A
ξ
A
α<A-L,mU, U) .
Thus by (1.9) we have
T(L, M; ξ, η)z = R(L, M)A^Z-A^R(L, M)Z
U, U)
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, U)
+c<L, Mϊ^A&U, U)-2a(A(AR^L^U, U)-c<L, M>a(AfAjU, U)
, M)U, U)+a(AξAί,U, R(L, M)U)}
a^AϊL, A
ζ
M)+a(AtA-nAζM, L)}
= 0, by (4.2).
Making use of (1.9) we have
T(L, M; X,jη)z
= R(L, M)A
ζ
AjX-A
κ
^L,iiΆζAιX-AζAιR(L, M)X~AζA^
+
 = 0 ,
since a is parallel. We have
T(L, M; X, £).*
= — <B, E+y{R^(L, M)a(X, Z)-a(X, R(L, M)Z)-a(R(L, M)X, Z} =0,
Δι
since a is parallel. A straightforward calculation shows T(L, M; A, B) =
T(L, M; ξ, B)=0.
Now these vanishings together with Lemma 5.1 imply T(L, M; x, y)=0.
(II) T(\,μ;x,y)=Q.
For ζ=a(U, U) we have
= A,AμR(X, Ϋ)Z+ct(AλAβX, AζΫ)+a(A,AμAζΫ, X) ,
= R(X, Ϋ)A
λ
AμZ+2a(X, Aa<AλAμU_ωΫ) ,
ilX, Ϋ)Z+a(A,AμX,
=R(X, AμA,Ϋ)Z+a(X, A^
Therefore
, μ; X, Y)z
= [A,Aμ> R(X, Ϋ)]Z-R(A,AμX, Ϋ)Z+R(X, AμA,Ϋ)Z
+a(X, A,AμAζY)+a(X, AζAμAλY)-2a(X, A^^Y)
= 0, by (4.3), (4.4).
For ξ=a(V, V), η=a(W, W), ζ=a(U, U) we have
ίiU, U)+2a(AλAμU, A&U),
, U)+2a(A
ί
A-
η
U, A
λ
AμU) ,
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ϊU, U) ,
^U, U) .
Thus by (4.4)
μ; ξ, η)z =
, U)
, U)
= 0.
For r,=a(V, V), ξ=a(U, U) we have
Therefore by (4.4)
, μ; X, ,)* = - ±
= 0 .
Straightforward calculations show T(λ, μ A, B) = T(\, μ X, B) = T(λ, μ ζ, B) = 0.
Thus by Lemma 5.1 we get Γ(λ, μ;x,y)=0.
(III) T(R,S;X,y)=Q.
This follows by straightforward calculations.
(IV) T(L,μ;X,y)=0.
By a straightforward calculation we have
T(L, μ;X,Y)z
+A
 a(x,Aζ?)A-,L-R(X,
= 0, by (1.8), (4.5).
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For ξ=a(U> U) we have
, μ\ ξ, η)z
= 0, by (4.4).
For ξ=a(U, U) we have
T(L, μ; ξ, Y)z
-a(AtΫ, AςAfD-^AfAfL, AζΫ)+2a(AίAa(A-μLιΫ)U, U)
= 0, by (1.7), (4.5), (4.1).
T(L, μ; X, B)z
= -!<£, E+y{A
a(x,Z)AϊL-±<AϊL,ZyX-±<AϊL, X>Z+R(X, A»L)Z}
-0, by (1.8).
Straightforward calculations show T(L, μ;A,B)=T(L,μ ,X, η)=T(L,μ;A, Y)
= T(L, μ; ξ, B)=T(L, μ; A, η)=0. Thus we get T(L, μ; x,y)=0.
(V) T(L,S;x,y)=0.
T(L, S; X, Y)z
,
-|<S, £+>{«(L, R(X, Ϋ)Z)-a(X, A
a(L,z)Ϋ)-a(Aa(L,x)Ϋ, Z)
<L, Ϋya(X, Z)} = 0 , by (1.8), (4.6).
For ζ=a(U, U) we have
T(L, S; X, ri)z
L,X)A-,U, U)+a(X, Aζ
- 0 , by (4.6), (4.1).
T(L, S A, Y)z
= ±<A, S>{|<F, ZyL-A
Λ(L,z)Ϋ-R(L, Ϋ)Z+-|<L, Ϋ>z}
= 0, by (1.8).
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Straightforward calculations show T(L9 5; ?, η)=T(L, S; A, B)=T(L, S; ξ, Y)=
T(Ly 5; X, B)=T(Ly 5; ξy B)=T(L, S; A, 7)=0. Thus we get Γ(L, 5; *,jO=0.
(VI)
This follows by
Now (I) ~~( VI) together with Lemma 5.1 implies that T(l, m, x, y)=Q for
all /, m,x,y <=V+.
We prove next the condition (iv): τ(x,y)=rΓr(x\Σ]y) is a hermitian inner
product on V+. By Lemma 4.2 r is a hermitian form on P74". Moreover, it
is seen from the definition of xOy that V+=Q++T+-}-N+ is an orthogonal
sum with respect to r. Thus it suffices to show that r is positive definite on
each of ρ+, Γ+ and N+.
Choose orthonormal basis {Zf } and {ξ"Λ} of T+ and JV+, respectively, with
respect to the hermitian inner product ({#, yj)= <^v, y> For ^eδ+ we
where n— dim^M. Thus r is positive definite on Q+. For X^T+ we have
τ(X, X) = Σ«(^DJQZ4, Z^+Σ«(^D-X)r« U+ ~
(^ , ^ f«ί), U+ - l
where
, X)Z{, Z,.)} = ^<R(X, X}Zh Z,->
±<Zh XyX-Λ^^X, Zf> by (1.8)z
- Σl<«(^, Z,.),
*•,«
and
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l»"
Therefore we get
and hence T is positive definite on Γ+. For ξ, η^N+ we have
τ(f, ^
where
ίZ,., Z, > -
is a positive semi-definite hermitian form on N+9 an
=0 for each i=ϊ<a(X9 F),l>=0 for each ^Γ, yeΓ+=»?=Oby a(T+®T+)=N+.
Thus T is positive definite on ΛΓ+, if
<r(£ 17) = Σ({(?D^)?
Λ
, r
Λ
)> for
is a positive semi-definite hermitian form on N+, which will be proved in the
following. It is a hermitian form on N+ by Lemma 4.2. Let T=T+®T+
equipped with the natural hermitian inner product {{ , )} which extends {( , ))
on jΓ+, thus a is a surjective linear map T-*N+. Let #* : ΛΓ+-> T denote the
adjoint of a. We define linear endomorphisms of β of T+ and β of T by
Since
, γ» =
for X, YeT+, β is a semi-positive hermitian endomorphism of Γ+, and hence
β is also a semi-positive hermitian endomorphism of T. We define
fr(u, v) = <iβα*αu, vj) for u,v^T.
Lemma 5.2. ό (u, v)=σ(α(u), α(v)) for u, ve.'P.
Proof. We may assume u=U®U', v=V®V, where U, U', V,
We put ξ=α(u)=α(U, U') and ι,=α(v)=α(V, V). Then
t AtV')+α(AςΛV', AtΓ), fα>
« f-> by (4.8)
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= σ(ξ, η) = σ(a(u\ a(v)) . q.e.d.
Now by the above lemma fr is a hermitian form on T, and hence βa*a,
is a hermitian endomorphism on T, i.e., (βa*a)*=βa*a. Thus we have
(a*a)β=β(a*ά). Since both β and α*α are semi-positive, βa*a is also
semi-positive. Therefore or is positive semi-definite on T. Since a is surjec-
tive, the above lemma implies that σ is positive semi-definite on N+.
Thus we have proved the following
Theorem 5.3. Let M be a full complex submanifold of PN(c) with parallel
second fundamental form, and take a point o^M. Then the triple system (V+y Π)
associated to (My o) is a positive definite hermitian Jordan triple system.
Let (Vy Π) and (V, Π') be positive definite hermitian Jordan triple sys-
tems. They are said to be isomorphic> if there exists a linear isomorphism
φ: V-*V such that φ{x,yy %} = {φx, φy, φz}' for each x, y, z^V. Then it is
easily verified that the isomorphism class of (V+, Π) in the above theorem does
not depend on the choice of E^ V with [E]=o and <Ί5, Ey=4/c.
6. Classification of protective manifolds with parallel second
fundamental form
Theorem 6.1 (Koecher [9], cf. also Satake [13]).
1) For each positive definite hermitian Jordan triple system (V, Π) there
exists an effective hermitian symmetric Lie algebra (g, σ, J) of compact type such
that we have an identification V— p+ with
(6.1) XΠY=-PΪ([X,Ϋ]) for X, Feί)+,
where pj: ϊc->9Ϊ(t>+) is the faithful representation given by ρ*=ad$+.
2) The correspondence (F, Π)ΛΛΛ->(g, σ,J) induces a bijection from the set
of all isomorphism classes of positive definite hermitian Jordan triple systems to
the set of all isomorphism classes of effective hermitian symmetric Lie algebras of
compact type.
Let MdPN(c) be a complete full connected complex submanifold with
parallel second fundamental form, and o^M. As in §4 we choose E^V
with [E]=o and <£, £>=4/£, and put E+=^+(E)^V+. Let (F+, Π) be the
positive definite hermitian Jordan triple system associated to (M, o). We use
the notation in §4 for (V+, Π). Let (g, σ,/) be the effective hermitian sym-
metric Lie algebra of compact type with F+=p+ and (6.1). Note that then
we have an identification VR=$ together with the complex structures /. We
use the notation in §2 for (g, σ ,/).
Lemma 6.2. E+^$+ satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii) in Lemma 2.1.
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Therefore (g, <r, J) is irreducible.
Proof. By (6.1) we have ad^+(HQ)=E+DE+. Since <£+, E+>= — , by the
table of x\Σ\y we have c
(E+OE+)(C+Z+ζ) = 2C+Z for Ceg+, Ze T+, £ <=N+ .
Thus we have
\>ϊ = Q+, K = r+, ϊ>ί = ΛΓ+,
and hence
(6.2) P+ = ί>2++K+K , with t>2+ = C£+.
For each A<=&=Q+ and £<ΞΪ>J — N+ we have ^4D? = 0, and hence by (6.1)
p$([A, f])=Q. Thus we have [K, Po]={0}, which implies also βtf, pj]={0}.
Therefore by (6.2) !c=:[^+, ^ +] is decomposed as
(6.3) r = Ϊ0c+ϊf
Now (6.2) and (6.3) imply the decomposition
(i) 9C = 9?+9f +9-ι+9?+9-2 , with g? =
For the proof of (ii): $fC[gf, g^], it is enough to show [l£j, ϊ>ί"]=t)o. since
flf = lf+tf, flfι = ^ ι+Pί and p?=pί+p
β
+
. Let X,Y(Ξtf=T\ Then
A(Y)=[E+,Y]eI£1 and
(6.4) [h(Y), X] = -[[Y, S+], X] = (YΠE+)X by (6.1)
) = a(X, Y) .
Now [lit, t>f ]=t>o follows from a(T+<g>T+)=N+. q.e.d.
Lemma 6.3. 7%e z««er product (,y on VB is invariant under the action of
ί.
Proof. It suffices to show that pj(ϊ) leaves invariant the hermitian inner
product {{ , }} on t>+. Let F= [X+X, Y+ Ϋ] e ϊ with JΓ, Y e ί3+. Then
by (6.1)
, by Lemma 4.2.
Thus pJ(jF) leaves {{ , )} invariant. Since [p, t?] = ϊ, this holds for each .Fef.
q.e.fi.
REMARK. The trace form r for (V+, Π) is actually given by
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r(x,y) = ^ c((X,y)} for x,y^V+.
In fact, ϊ leaves {{ , )} invariant (Lemma 6.3). Also it leaves r invariant, since
it preserves the triple product. Thus the assertion follows from the ϊ-irreduci-
bility of V+ (Lemma 6.2) and τ(A, A)=^^c\\A\\2 (A(ΞQ+).
Lemma 6.4. Let M' = K [E] c(P(ϊ),/),£) be the complex submanifold
associated to (g, cr,/), where g is defined by the l-invariant inner product < , > on
\>=V
Λ
 with (E,Ey=4/c. By means of the identification ($,J)=V, we identify
as (P(JpJ)yg)=PN(c)> [E]=o and M'=K odPN(c). Then M=Mf.
Proof. Submanifolds M and Mr are complete connected submanifolds of
PN(c) with parallel second fundamental form, passing through the same point
o and having the same tangent space at o. Moreover, they have the same sec-
ond fundamental form at 0, which follows by Lemma 2.5 and (6.4). Then the
uniqueness of Frenet curves implies (Naitoh [11]) that M=M'. q.e.d.
Let D be an irreducible symmetric bounded domain with dim
c
D=N+l
(TV^rl). Let G* be the identity component of the group of holomorphic auto-
morphisms of D. Fix a point p^D and put
K={a<=G*\ a p=p} .
Let ρ:K->GL(V) be the isotropy representation on the holomorphic tangent
space V of D at p. Let PN(c) denote the complex projective space associated
to Vy endowed with a Kahler metric with constant holomorphic sectional cur-
vature £>0, invariant under the natural action of K through p. Taking a
highest weight vector E^V(E^pϋ) of the irreducible ^-module V, we define
Theorem 6.5. The correspondence Z>ΛAΛ->M induces a bijectίon Φ from
the set 3) of all holomorphic equivalence classes of irreducible symmetric bounded
domains D with dim
c
Dϊ>2 to the set JM of all equivalence classes of complete full
connected complex submanifolds M of Fubinί- Study spaces (with curvature c>0)
with parallel second fundamental form. Here MdPN(c) and M'dPN'(c) are
said to be equivalent if N=N' and there exists a holomorphic isometry φ of PN(c)
such that φ(M)=M'.
Proof. Let (0*, <r*,/*) be the effective hermitian symmetric Lie algebra
associated to (D,p). Then the dual effective hermitian symmetric Lie algebra
(0>cr,/) of compact type is irreducible, and M=K [E]dPN(c) defined by
(Z), p) is equivalent to the complex submanifold of PN(c) associated to (g, σ,J).
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Thus by Theorem 2.7 M is a compact full connected complex submanifold
of PN(c) with parallel second fundamental form.
Let D and D' be holomorphically equivalent, thus N=N', and let
M=K [E]dPN(c) and M'=K' [Ef]c:PN(c) be constructed in the above way
from D and Z>', respectively. Then there exist a Lie isomorphism i/r: K-*K'
and a linear isomorphism φ: V-+V with φ(E)=E' such that
p'(ψ(k))φ(v) = φ(p(k)v) for /eeiC, i e F .
Recalling that a ίΓ-invariant hermitian inner product on V is unique up to
positive constant multiple, we know that φ induces an equivalence between
MdPN(c) and M'c^PN(c). Thus our correspondence Z)ΛΛΛ->M induces a map
Φ:-0->c_5ft.
Conversely, let Mc.PN(c) be a complete full connected complex submanifold
with parallel second fundamental form. Take a point oeM and let (V+, Π)
be the positive definite hermitian Jordan triple system associated to (My o).
Let (g, cr, /) be the effective hermitian symmetric Lie algebra of compact
type corresponding to (V+y Π) It is irreducible by Lemma 6.2. Let finally
D be the irreducible symmetric bounded domain corresponding to the her-
mitian symmetric Lie algebra (g*, cr*,/*) which is dual to (g, cr,/).
Let MdPN(c) and M' dPN,(c) be equivalent, thus N=N', and let D
and D' be constructed in the above way from M and M', respectively. By
Takeuchi [20] (M',gr) is a symmetric Kahler manifold and any holomorphic
isometry of (M',gf) is extended to a holomorphic isometry of PN(c). Therefore
we may assume that there exists a holomorphic isometry φ of PN(c) such that
φ(M)=Mf and φ(o) = o'. Thus (F+, Π) and (F+', Π7) are isomorphic, and
hence (g, cr,/) and (g', </,/') are isomorphic by Theorem 6.1. Therefore D
and Z)' are holomorphically equivalent. Thus our correspondence MΆ/\Λ->Z)
induces a map Ψ: <3tt,->3).
Now we have Φoψ=7j^ by Lemma 6.4, and Ψ°Φ— /^) by the construction.
Thus Φ is a bijection. q.e.d.
Here we list up all our submanifolds MdPN(c).
D = (I)M+1: unit ball in Cn+\ N= n .
M = P
n
(C)c:P
n
(c): identity map.
D = (I),+lff+1 (l^p^q) , N= (p+l)(q+l)-ί =pq+p+q .
M = PP(C) X Pq(C)dPN(c) : Segre imbedding.
)-l, dim
c
 M = 2n .
M = G2tn(C)^PN(c): Plϋcker imbedding.
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D =
M = P
n
(C)c:PN(c): 2nd Veronese imbedding.
Λf = £?*(£) ClP^^): standard imbedding.
Z)-(V), Λ Γ = 1 5 , dim
c
M-10.
Λf = SO(10)/ϊ7(5)cP15(<:): canonical imbedding.
D-(VI), N=26, dim
c
 M = 16 .
M = E6IT Spm(W)c:Px(c): canonical imbedding.
Here, G2>n(C) is the complex Grassmann manifold of all 2-planes in C"*+2; On(C)
is the complex quadric of dimension n\ See Sakane-Takeuchi [15] for the
canonical imbedding.
7. Non-singular hyperplane sections of projective manifolds with
parallel second fundamental form
Theorem 7.1. Let McPJV(C) be a full compact connected complex sub-
manifold with parallel second fundamental form (with respect to a Fubini-Study
metric). Then a non-singular hyperplane section of M is unique up to holomorpbίc
automorphisms of M.
Proof. By Theorem 6.5 we may assume that MdPN(C) is the projective
manifold M=Kc [E+]c:P(\)'*') associated to an irreducible hermitian symmetric
Lie algebra (g, σ,/) of compact type. Furthermore we may assume that
E+^$+ satisfies the condition 3) in Lemma 2.2. We use the notation in §2.
We choose root vectors E
a
^Q% such that
[E
a> E_Λ] , _(α, α)
Let Δ={TI, •••, Ύ
r
} c2+ be as in the proof of Lemma 2.2, and put
Thus we may assume E+ = E f . Note that (γi,HJ) = 2Sij(l^i,j^r). Then
a={El9 •• ,£'r}jB is a maximal abelian subalgebra in £, and the Weyl group
W of (g, σ,/) relative to α consists of linear maps Z?$ ι
(Takeuchi [19]). Thus
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is a closed Weyl chamber in α, and hence we have $ = K C. Since the pro-
jection tar" : }>-»£" is a jf£-equivariant /^-isomorphism, we get
where
C- =<&-(C) =
Moreover, for H=^aiHi^ΐ
c
 we have
(7.2) (exp fl) ΣA,£Γ = ΣA, exp (-2ai)Er .
Therefore by (7.1) and (7.2) we get
(7.3) i>— {0}
where -Xr=#fH
Now let c#(t>+) denote the set of all hyperplanes of P(ϊ>+) and <SM the set
of all hyperplane sections of M, i.e.,
Let moreover cSJ/ denote the set of all non-singular hyperplane sections in <SM.
The group Kc acts on P(JΓ), c (^|)+), cSM and c5Jf in a natural way, and the natural
maps
are ίCc-equivariant. Here the first map is defined by \X]^>H[X^ where
and the second one is defined by H\-^MΓ\H. Therefore by (7.3) the orbit
space KC\SM is given by
(7.4) Kc\SM={Kc Sr, l^i^r},
where S,.=M Π /ί^p (l^i^r).
We shall show that for each i with l^i^r— 1 *S, has a singular point.
Denoting by π: t>+— {0}->P(t>+) the canonical projection, we put lfr=π~1(M).
Then we have M=Kc E+=Kc Eι. Since we may assume r^2, there exists
s<=W with sE1=Erί sEr=El and sEj = Ej(2^j^r-l). Take &GΞ.K which
normalizes α and induces 5 on α. We have then
(7.5) k Ef = E±, k E? = E f , k Eί = Ef (2^j^r-l).
Since (^,-Yr)=0(l^i^r-l) and £
r
+
=Λ £1
+
eΛ^ [£ ;]eP(t)+) is a point of
Sf. We show that [E?] is a singular point of St. For this purpose we define
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a linear form λ, on p+ by
\t(X) = (XT,X) for
and prove that (d\i) \ M vanishes at E? eM. Since
TE+lti= k TE+ώ= k [lcy E+] =
any Ye Γ^Mis written as Y=k X by an element X^$ϊ +£2 . Then
(d\<)E+(Y) = (XT, Y) = (k-i XT, X) = V ,
since by (7.5) k-^Xr=Eτ-\
Therefore by (7.4) the orbit space KC\<SM consists of the single orbit
Kc S
r
. On the other hand, as mentioned in §2, the action of Kc and that
of Aut°(M) are the same on M. Thus Aut°(M)\cSM consists of the single
orbit Aut° (M) S
r
. This proves the theorem. q.e.d.
Theorem 7.2. Let MdPN(C) be the same as in Theorem 7.1 with
dim
c
M^2 and SdM a non-singular hyperplane section of M. Then the Lie
algebra α(5) of holomorphic vector fields on S is reductive if and only if the
irreducible symmetric bounded domain D corresponding to M is a unit ball or of
tube type.
Lemma 7.3. Let a(M) denote the Lie algebra of holomorphic vector fields
on M, and put
α(M, S) = {X(=a(M)\ X\Sίs tangent to S} .
If D is not a unit ball, then α(M, 5) is naturally isomorphic to α(S).
Proof. If D=(IΠ)H+1 (n^2), we have S=Qn.1(C)<zM=Pn(C), and hence
the assertion follows from Takeuchi [20]. The assertion was proved by Sakane
[13], Hano [2] for D=(I)p+ίp+1(l£p£q), by Kimura [5] for D=(Π)Λ+2(n^3),
q.e.d.
Lemma 7.4. A hyperplane H of PN(C) such that M Π H=S is unique.
Proof. Recall the exact sequence (Hirzebruch [4])
0 -» C- Γ(M, {S}) - Γ(S, {S} |5) -* 0 ,
where {S} denotes the homomorphic line bundle on M associated to the non-
singular divisor S of M, and Γ( ) the space of holomorphic sections. Here
Γ(M, {5}) is naturally isomorphic to the dual space of CN+1 (Takeuchi [20]).
Thus the space of linear forms on CN+1 vanishing on S is 1 -dimensional. This
proves the assertion. q.e.d.
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Proof of Theorem 7.2. If JD=(I)1§ll+1(fi^2): the unit ball in Cft+1, then
S = PH-1(C)c:M=Pn(C!)9 and hence a(S) = 8l(n, C), which is reductive. So
we may assume that D is not a unit ball.
We may assume that MdPN(C) is the same as in the proof of Theorem
7.1 and S=Sr. In general, for a subalgebra b of Q€ and JY"egc, the nor-
malizer of CX in b will be denoted by Kϊ(X), i.e.,
; [Y,X]<ΞCX}.
Let l'c denote the derived algebra (Ic, Ic], which is isomorphic to a(M) as
mentioned in §2. Now by Lemmas 7.3 and 7.4 α(5) is isomorphic to nγc(X~).
We define
We have then [X?, X~]=-F, [F,X±]=±2X±, and hence $€={XΪ, X7, F}
c
is a 3 -dimensional simple subalgebra of βc, which is the complexification of
the subalgebra S=0nsc of g. By (2.3) and (2.4) the possible eigenvalues of
ad(F) are 0, ±1 on ϊc, ±2, ±1 on pc. The corresponding eigenspaces are
denoted by ϊ$>), Ϊ^D, t>(i2)> t>(±υ> respectively. Then we have the decomposi-
tion
It is known (Kor£nyi-Wolf [10]) that D is of tube type if and only if
(7.6) ϊf_
υ
 = {0} ,
which is also equivalent to that F belongs to the center c of lc. We define
; [X, §c] = {0}} .
Then 8C is reductive, since it is the complexification of the compact algebra
8={*6=l;[JΓ,β]={0}}. We put
We have then
Note here that F^(^c)^9 since we have
(f, F) = (f, [X+, X7]) = ([8C, Xϊ], X7) = {0} .
Now applying the representation theory of 3 -dimensional complex simple
Lie algebras to the 3c-module Qc, we know that ad(X7) annihilates 3C and
I^i), and it induces linear isomorphisms !£)— >t)£Li) and (δc)"L->t)(i-2). Recall
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that in particular we have ad(X^)F—2X^. Therefore we have
where
Furthermore a(S)=n^c(X~) is given by
(7.7)
Here n^c(χ-)^nιc^(X~)/c is reductive since n^(X~)=^cφCF is reductive,
and Ϊ^D is an abelian ideal of α(5). In particular, ϊ^i) is contained in the
radical of α(5).
Assume first that D is not of tube type. Decompose F as F=F"+F'
(F"<ΞC,F'eϊ'c). Then F'tΞnι'(c(χ-). We may find JIΓel(% with ^ΓΦO by
(7.6.). Then [Fr, X]=[F, X]=-X^Q. Thus the radical of α(5) is not con-
tained in the center of 0(5), and hence a(S) is not reductive.
Assume next that D is of tube type. Then l^={0}. Thus by (7.7) we
get a(S)=n^c(χ-)9 which is reductive. Actually, by Fee we have a(S)=%€.
q.e.d.
Corollary. Let SdMdPN(C) be the same as in Theorem 7.2.
1) In the following cases, S admits no Kάhler metric with constant scalar
curvature.
M = PP(C) X Pq(C)dPpq+p+q(C) (1 ^ p<q) : Segre imbedding,
M = G^tydP^^^C)^!, odd): PlUcker imbedding,
M = 5O(10)/C7(5)cP15(C): canonical imbedding.
2) Otherwise, S is a kάhlerian C-space, and therefore it has an Einstein Kάhler
metric.
Proof. 1) These are the all cases where D is not a unit ball nor of tube
type. Suppose that S admits a Kahler metric with constant scalar curvature.
Then by a theorem of Matsushima-Lichnerowicz (cf. Kobayashi [7]) a(S)
is reductive. This is a contradiction to Theorem 7.2.
2) This was proved by Hano [2] for D=(I)p+l>p+l(p^l), by Sakane [14]
for D— (II)2w+2(w^2), by Kimura [6] for D=(VI). In the remaining cases
we have S=P
n
-1(C) or <2M-ι(Cf). Thus the assertion is obvious. q.e.d.
REMARK. The assertion 1) was proved by Hano [2], Sakane [14] by
explicit computation of α(5) for each S.
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